Welcome, brave warriors, to the

ARENA

Rules sheet
Since the dawn of steel and the first sword,
warriors have roamed the land in search of gold,
glory and power. And the bloodthirsty gods of
war have held games to crown the foremost
champions of fighting.
Do you have what it takes to survive the clash of
steel in the unforgiving, bloodstained sand of the
arena?

Setup
The player who starts the game puts the arena adventure card on a
fields space of his choice in the outer region. If you are using the far
outer region, the arena can be placed on a fields space there as
well.
The arena stays on the space for the duration of the game, or until it
is destroyed according to the normal rules.
However, if a die roll is made to see if it is destroyed, for example if
the earthquake is drawn, there must be two die rolls of 1-2 for it to
crumble, otherwise it remains.
Entering and fighting

a) When a player lands on the arena he must remain there until he has
won a combat or psychic combat against an enemy or another player.
he may summon another player as the original arena rules states,
fight a player who is already there, or draw a card.
Summoning another player from outside can only be done directly
when he lands there, not if he remains for more turns.
A player can be summoned from one arena to the other, if both are in
play.
b) When players fight each other, normal combat rules apply, with
the full set of followers and objects et cetera. Spell rules still
works as described below.
Or, the attacker can declare one-on-one combat as described below.
The victor can claim his normal rewards, as well as the arena
rewards, but if it was a one-on-one, the victor can only choose from
the maximum of four objects carried into the fight by the opponent.
c) When players fight enemies from the arena card deck, they may not
use any followers. It is always one-on-one combat except if an arena
card specifically says otherwise. No champion, no mercenary, no
man-at-arms, et cetera. Only you, and up to four objects of your
choice.

d) You can use any four objects, except none that allows you to use
followers or other helping hands, such as the staff of mastery.
You may use the ring, magic belt, holy grail and so on, as long as the
object only affects yourself or your opponent in the fight.
You may not use a warhorse or any other animal except if you draw
the warhorse card in the arena deck (that card counts as an enemygladiator) until a player wins the mounted fight).
You may not use an object that will or can grant you victory
automatically, for example the cross, ancient artifact et cetera.
You may not use bows, or other distance weapons.
You may not use the bag of carrying, mule or any other means to
increase the number of objects you can carry into combat. Four
objects only!
You can decide before each combat which objects to use, you dont
have to use the same every time.
d) As long as the player does not leave the arena, he must draw a
card each turn or challenge another player who is also in the
arena.
e) Enemies that are not defeated are shuffled back into the deck to
fight another day.
Defeated enemies can be kept for exchange points as normal, and you
get any other reward you are entitled to after winning a fight, as
well as the arena rewards, except you can not use a reward to leave.
All other arena cards are discarded at the end of the players turn.
Should the deck run out of cards, reshuffle them and set them up
again.
F) if a player is killed in the arena (loses his last life) all of his
belongings are put in the discard pile, except for his gold and a
maximum of 5 random objects that are put in the reward pile for the
first player that becomes the great gladiator. If a player has
already become the great gladiator, all cards are discarded.
If the death blow came from another player, that player may take 5
random cards from the deceased; no matter if it was a one-to-one
combat or otherwise.
g) special abilities can, unless a card specifically says otherwise, be
used as normal, except one that would let you evade an enemy or
player. You can never evade a fight in the arena.
All of the above object rules concerns psychic combat as well.
Events and spells
a) Players who are in the arena are not affected by any events from
the adventure card deck, and not by spells cast by other players
outside of the arena. Likewise, a player in the arena cannot cast
spells that affect anything outside the arena. You can only cast
spells on yourself or another player there. You are not allowed to
cast a spell that stops a combat, for example immobility or

invisibility, and not the finger of death. Make house rules for other
spells if necessary. The guideline is that only spells that are useful
in combat can be cast.
Healing can be used as normal.
b) if a player is in the arena as it is destroyed, for example by the
earthquake, he loses 1 life or follower.
Leaving
a) When a player has defeated another player or enemy-gladiator in
combat or psychic combat, he is allowed to leave the arena on his
next turn, with normal movement. If the player wishes he can stay;
Then he must win another fight to be allowed to leave.
b) Upon a victory, the player is rewarded with either 2 gold, healing
a life, or a sword, axe, trident, helmet, shield, armour or mule from
the purchase deck (the mule can only be chosen once per game).
c) If a player leaves the arena for the fifth time in this manner (keep
track of your visits there), he is also rewarded with the great
gladiator master character, and a talisman, if one is availabe. Only
one player can acheive this, then ignore this rule.
D) It is not possible to teleport out of the arena or use any other
sneaky way out except winning a combat or psychic combat, or by
using the few special cards in the deck that allow you to leave. The
gods of war have their eyes on you!

More notes!!!
A) player must win 5 combats or psychic combats at the same arena
to become the great gladiator. Thus, if a player wins separate times
in the adventure Arena and the city arena, he does not become the
great gladiator. Keep track of your fights.
B) the expression “armour piece” refers to the objects armour,
shield and helmet.
c) as stated above, the city arena is treated the same as the
adventure arena. But arena cards that are drawn only affects
players in the specific arena where it was drawn. The only exeption is
the healer card.
d) The enemy in the Entertainment card does not count as a gladiator
fight and victory does not permit the player to leave.

